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Think Green; Act Green; Be Green
About us

- Eco Green is established in year 2011. We purchase post consumer, post industrial, agricultural plastic mainly from U.S. and Europe and ship to our consumers in Asia who are processers or producers to turn scrap into resource.

- Eco Green also have pelletizing plant in Shanghai, China where consumes large volume of post industrial plastic to make pellets and sell to various plastic products manufactures in China. Also we trying to distribute a variety of flexible packaging products in North America for our plastic products manufacture clients to increase their market.
Our suppliers

- Our suppliers mainly in Europe and North America. Our philosophy is that honest, reliable business the only way to build partnerships. We are committed to our suppliers and dedicated to create long-term working relationships.


- CANADA – YNC Inc.; Golden trust Ltd.; NARS Recycling; Flexpipe Systems Inc.

- Europe – Marwin Environmental Ltd. (Ireland); New Day Recycling Ltd. (UK)
What we offer to our suppliers

- We handle all logistic services in ocean shipping in our own cost. Also can provide inland trucking if needed. We ensure the suppliers to meet their green initiatives with minimal effort and expense. For most materials we offer some money back to the landfills.

- We serve the plastics industry by taking the pressure off when it comes to moving scrap material and keeping it moving. We guarantee all shipments won’t be returned to the suppliers and our suppliers don’t incur the cost of the rejected shipments.
Material we trade

- All post industrial and post consumer plastic.
- In forms of scrap bales, regrind, shredded, pellets, purge ...
- HDPE – drums, bottles, pipes ..
- LDPE – mixed films, grade A film, ag films, ag bags ..
- ABS – E waste- TV, printer, computer ...
- PP - Supersacks, PP film and bags ...
- PVC, PMMA, PET, mixed plastic in bales ...
- Cardboard paper waste